SAINT CLOCHE PRESENTS

INSPIRED WORK BY 10 ARTISTS
Evi O, Georgia Harvey, Yioryios Papayioryiou, Will
Cooke, Ryan Hancock, Jordana Henry, Elise CameronSmith, Akila Berjaoui, Tango Conway, Catherine Tate

EVI O
Evi O. is an award-winning book designer and self-taught artist. She works from her design studio in Surry Hills, Sydney. With a curious eye and mind, she is constantly exploring and
observing her surroundings.
A new body of work often starts with a fascination in the subject. Evi then immerse herself into the subject and enjoys researching it thoroughly. Each painting starts with a sketch which is
then transferred to the panel. She applies multiple layers and focuses on the shapes meeting each other with beautiful edge.
For Brasília, Evi O looks to Oscar Niemeyer’s deployment of sinuous line and curvature as she deconstructs his sensual architectural forms, which were inspired by his own fascination for
the female form. These found shapes are then reimagined into a series of paintings, each featuring a composition that echoes the feel of an iconic building, complemented with colour
palette found in an imagined retro-futuristic city.
http://www.evi-o.com/

Stadium AM
Acrylic on panel
White Timber Frame
76x56cm
$2200

Stadium PM
Acrylic on panel, framed in
timber
76x56cm
$2200

EVI O

Bath House AM
Acrylic on panel

White Timber Frame
42x30cm
$880

Bath House PM
Acrylic on panel
White Timber Frame
42x30cm
$880

Observatory AM
Acrylic on panel
White Timber Frame
30x21cm
$550

Factory AM
Acrylic on panel
White Timber Frame
30x21cm
$550

Factory PM
Acrylic on panel
White Timber Frame
30x21cm
$550

Observatory PM
Acrylic on panel
White Timber Frame
30x21cm
$550

Yioryios
Yioryios graduated from the Australian National University (ANU) & École Nationale Supérieure des beaux-arts in Paris, whilst attaining a Bachelor of Visual Arts with Honours, majoring in
Painting.
Yioryios’s current works are intrigued by architecture, exploring the inherent values found within its abstraction that inspires my work.
Cathedral of Brasilia “COB" Series – Architect: Oscar Niemeyer
“I have been looking, examining & deconstructing the architectural intelligence of Oscar Niemeyer 'Cathedral of Brasilia' which has led me to create the following works for the Braśilia
exhibition by also using Kandinsky ideology of sourcing patterns from inherent structures & objects this notional drive plays an important role within my works. My objective is to reform
the solid to create fluidity within a painterly sculpture. “ - Yioryios
http://www.yioryios.com/

COB - Black, Cadmium Yellow Deep,
Ultramarine Blue & Pink
27 x 15 x 28cm
Acrylic Paint on Aluminium
$350

COB - Black, Dioxazine
Purple, Orange & Pink
19 x 14 x 18cm
Acrylic Paint on Aluminium
$350

COB – Black, Chromium Oxide Green,
Ultramarine Blue & Pink
13 x 24 x 15cm
Acrylic Paint on Aluminium
$350

Yioryios

COB – Black, Chromium Oxide Green,
Cobalt Blue & Pink
30 x 57 x 27cm
Acrylic Paint on Aluminium
$650

COB - Black, Cadmium Yellow,
Ultramarine Blue & Pink
18 x 17 x 24cm
Acrylic Paint on Aluminium
$400

Akila Berjaoui
Akila Berjaoui first entered the world of fashion photography as an intern for RUSSH, a cult fashion magazine in Australia. Now she travels the world on assignment for major fashion labels
and magazines, working with the world’s top models. For now she calls Sydney, Australia, her home.
Berjaoui’s sensual compositions featuring sun, water and the human form, capture the allure of lazy summer days spent beachside. Armed with an array of her favourite old analogue
cameras, Berjaoui takes us to breathtaking seaside locations, including her hometown in Australia, her beloved Italy, to France and Bali, to name just a few. Citing Slim Aarons, Bruce Weber,
Peter Beard and Claude Nori as her creative influences, she references the 1950s, ‘60s, ‘70s and ‘80s, inspired by the soft colours and joie de vivre.
Berjaoui is able to draw out her fellow female subjects with a sense of kinship, rather than voyeurism and celebrates both seduction and the sensual female form in her work, a theme that
she has explored in her Ipanema series, featured in Brasília. In this series, she has eﬀortlessly captured the essence of this incomparably seductive city and its sultry citizens. She references
every element, from the breathtaking sunset panoramas, to the throbbing chaos of its streets. She transports us to this exotic destination, where we can feel the sun beating down on
exposed skin, the sea breeze oﬀering a relief from the searing midday heat, as we revel in the sounds of laughter and animated conversation punctuating the therapeutic sounds of waves
crashing into the shoreline.
Instagram: @akila_berjaoui

Rio Boys Deux
Edition of 100 on Moab Lasal Exhibition
Lustre
40 x 60cm
framed $800
unframed $550

Akila Berjaoui

All Limited Edition Prints also available in sizes:
110 cm x 165 cm $1850
100 cm x 150 cm $1550
90 cm x 135 cm $1250
70 cm x 105 cm $950
60 cm x 90 cm $650
50 cm x 75 cm $600
40 cm x 60 cm $550

The Girl from Ipanema
Edition of 100 on Moab Lasal Exhibition Lustre
40 x 60cm
framed $800
unframed $550

Day Dreamer
Edition of 100 on Moab Lasal Exhibition Lustre
40 x 60cm
framed $800
unframed $550

Georgia Harvey
Georgia Harvey hand-builds and raku fires small sculptural ceramics, drawing on her experiences working as an art conservator and revelling in collaborations with forces that are never
entirely under control, such as fire, chemical reduction and environmental conditions.
Georgia has exhibited widely in solo and group shows around Australia. Examples of her work can be seen in the new Thames and Hudson publication, Clay, and in the most recent edition
of the Journal of Australian Ceramics.
For Brasília, Georgia has created a jungle life collection - rendered in exuberant colour and rampant cumulative texture - based on the 1862 poem Le rêve du jaguar (the jaguar's dream) by
Leconte de Lisle, and the dreamlike exotica of Henri Rousseau.
http://www.georgiaharvey.net/

Howler
ceramic, handbuilt, low temperature fired
16 x 17 cm
$550

Mask
ceramic, handbuilt, naked raku
fired
Wall work, 15 x 30cm
$550

Georgia Harvey

Snake
ceramic, handbuilt, low temperature fired
23 x 19 cm
$330

Jungle 1 & 2
ceramic, handbuilt, low temperature and raku fired
$330 / story

Georgia Harvey

Under the black mahoganies, the flowering lianas,
In the heavy air, motionless and saturated with flies,
Gently rock the splendid, quarrelsome parrot.
There it is that the killer of oxen and horses,
Comes, baleful and tired, with even steps.
With a broad lick of his tongue he gives a gleaming smoothness to his paw;
He dreams that, amidst the green plantations,
With a leap, he is sinking his dripping nails
In the flesh of the startled and bellowing bulls.
Leconte de Lisle, Le rêve du jaguar (the jaguar's dream) 1862

Jaguar
ceramic, handbuilt, raku fired
21 x 14 cm
$550

Jordana Henry
After finishing a printmaking major at art school in Lismore, Jordana now works and lives in the elemental north east coast of NSW (Byron Bay).
Jordana's works naturally take on the form of abstraction as she uses a variety of mediums to create marks that best explore notions of landscape, shape, emotion and colour.
In recent years Jordana's works have exhibited in a variety of both solo and group exhibitions around Australia. As her practice emerges, Jordana hopes to further studies and process
experimentations.
The Brazilian landscape is about contrasts, where the sleek, seductive aesthetic of the minimal forms implemented in Oscar Niemeyer’s architectural designs meet with the bright, rugged
unforgiving colours and textures of the Brazilian beachside ghettos. This creates an explosion of sensory experience that celebrates the passion synonymous with Brazilian culture.
Through painterly mediums and a variety of mark markings, Jordana intends to share a story about the existence of these two worlds that simultaneously collide and co-exist.
Instagram: @jordi_pordi

The Storm
Oil, House Paint, Pastel, Acrylic,Charcoal
Timber Frame, 105 x 85 cm
$1760

Spicy Darlings
House Paint, Oil Pastel, Oil Paint,
Charcoal
60x50 cm
$540

Jordana Henry

The Black Line
Charcoal, Oil Paster, House Paint
Timber Frame, 80 x 65 cm
$860

Tarts
Oil, House paint, lead pencil
Timber Frame, 65 x65 cm
$715

Will Cooke
Will Cooke (b. 1989) is a Sydney based artist who adopts abstraction as a means of exploring his own personal mythologies and memories. He finished a Bachelor of Visual Arts (Hons)
at Sydney College of the Arts in 2011.
The exploration of minimal abstraction in Cooke’s work enables him to externalise the internal thoughts and experiences that define our sense of nostalgia, remembrance and intimacy.
Viewed as a self-guided visual therapy, each geometric form can be seen to represent a diﬀerent facet of memory.
Will Cooke has shown in numerous group exhibitions around Australia and has had solo exhibitions at Alexandra Porter Advisory, New York (2016), Chalk Horse, Sydney (2015), Gallery
9, Sydney (2014), Alaska Projects, Sydney (2014) and China Heights Gallery, Sydney (2013). In addition to these exhibitions, Cooke has undertaken numerous private commissions. He is
represented by NKN Gallery, Melbourne.
For Brasília, Will Cooke has been inspired by the rhythmic tempos and baselines of mid-century Bossa Nova music. He aims to translate the auditory experience into one that is purely
visual, marked by geometric form.
http://willcookeart.com/

Closing Sequence
Primer spray paint on aluminium
panel, painted frame
40x30cm 2016
$650

Imagine That
Primer, spray paint on aluminium panel, painted frame
40x30cm
2016
$650

Satisfy
Primer, spray paint on
aluminium panel, painted frame
40x30cm 2016
$650

Will Cooke

ComeTogether I
Primer spray paint on aluminium panel,
painted frame 40x30cm 2016
$650

ComeTogether II
Primer spray paint on aluminium panel,
painted frame 40x30cm 2016
$650

Pure NRG
Primer, spray paint on aluminium panel, painted frame
90x80cm
2016
$2,500

Tango Conway
Tango has just completed her final year at the National Art School majoring in sculpture. Her practice revolves around the exploration of singular planes and the potential spaces they can
inhabit. Working predominantly with aluminium and steel she plays with elasticity and pushes her materials away from their traditional static nature. Recently at the National Art School
graduate show, Tango along with collaborative partner Amelia Skelton won the Sculpture by the Sea Prize, recognising her skill and imaginative approach towards sculpture. She has also
won the Jocelyn Maugham sketchbook prize and the John Olsen Prize for Figure Drawing, promising a strong start to her future artistic career.
Folds and undulations, crevices and cavities, revealing tidal changes in form. Colour diﬀuses over abstract rises in the surface while shadows rest in recessed space. Through crumpling and
distorting her material by hand, Tango plays with contrasts in both flat and undulating planes.
The misty haze that delineates the merging of the sky and sea on the horizon line and the lapping of the waves on the shoreline has inspired
the application of a rich colour palette that takes note from the peaceful skyscapes and sunsets that diﬀuse colour like a mist over the Brazilian sky, creating bold hues of unbelievable
vibrancy. The rippling forms within these sculptures are a reference to the leisure, relaxation and calm experienced by beachgoers and tourists who find themselves sipping on cocktails,
watching the shifting colours of the sky bathe the gorgeous Brazilian landscape in a final glow as the sun sets.
Instagram: @tangoconway

Night Set
Acrylic and enamel paint on aluminium
17x22cm
$150

Sun Square
Enamel paint on aluminium
20x15cm
$125

Golden Ranges
Enamel paint on copper
23x29cm
$150

Tango Conway

Pink Dawn
Acrylic and enamel paint on
aluminium
17x16cm
$125

Red Dusk
Acrylic and enamel paint on
aluminium
17x18cm
$125

Musk Mist
Acrylic and enamel paint on aluminium
21x18cm
$150
Sky Shift
Acrylic and enamel paint on aluminium
17x31cm
$150

Elise Cameron-Smith
Elise Cameron-Smith began 2015 dedicated to crafting whimsical wooden treasures to share with the world. Dancing between titles of Sculptor, Miniature Boat Builder, and Furniture Maker,
she works primarily in timber creating dreamy ocean inspired pieces, made to spark the adventurer in all of us.
After 2 and a half years of dedicated Design studies at the Enmore Design Centre, Elise enrolled herself in a 1 year intensive Fine Furniture Making course at the Sturt Craft Centre in The
Southern Highlands in 2012. Upon entry she was awarded the Australian Decorative and Fine Arts Society Bursary for her dedication. On completion of her studies she was awarded the
Craft ACT Emerging Artist Award and was invited to exhibit her work at their 'Living in Design' exhibition the following year. In 2014, Elise then began a 1 year traineeship with Leon Sadubin,
one of Australia's best Furniture Designer and Makers with over 30 years of experience and also worked for legendary Sculptor John Van Der Kolk.
In the beginning 2015, Elise began her solo voyage as an artist, craftswoman and maker. In her 2 years of trade she has been featured in Frankie, Donna Hay, Yen, Home Beautiful, The
Captain & Real Living Magazine, and has sold her wares not only across Australia, but as far afield as Brazil, The Bahamas, Singapore & America.
“For Braśilia, I love the sensuality and vibrancy embodied by the magnetic Brazilian Women. I was really drawn into the sassiness and romantic side of their culture, which seems present in
history and very much active today. Capturing the spirit of the female within mirrors and also the ladies themselves within forms reflecting the soft curves and sharp lines of the crisp white
Modern Architecture of Brasilia.” - Elise Cameron-Smith
http://www.elisecameron-smith.com.au/

Senhoras of Brasilia
(Ladies of Brasilia)

Arquiteto Mirrors

Elise Cameron-Smith

Ana Paula
Balsa
7.5 x 7.5 x 62 cm
$240

Tatiana
Kauri Pine
7.5 x 7.5 x 28 cm
$140

Cassia
Kauri Pine
7.5 x 7.5 x 60 cm
$220

Patricia
Kauri Pine
7.5 x 7.5 x 43 cm
$170

Zeila
Kauri Pine
7.5 x 7.5 x 43 cm
$190

Leila
Kauri Pine
7.5 x 7.5 x 68cm
$250

Gala
Balsa
7.5 x 7.5 x 35 cm
$150

Stella
White Beech
7.5 x 7.5 x 40 cm
$150

Maria Clara
Kauri Pine
7.5 x 7.5 x 42 cm
$165

Elise Cameron-Smith

Oscar
White Beech & Glass
15 x 15 x 40cm
$125

Lucio
White Beech & Glass
15 x 15 x 40cm
$125

Sergio
White Beech & Glass
15 x 15 x 40cm
$125

Joao
White Beech & Glass
15 x 15 x 40cm
$125

Catherine Tate
Catherine Tate is a ceramicist, based in Sydney’s Eastern coastal area. She is heavily influenced by both the urban and coastal landscapes that surround her. Sourcing her inspiration from
the patterns, textures and rhythms of the natural world, she uses a mixture of stoneware clays and an array of colours, slips and oxides to bring her hybrid landscapes to life.
Her graphic training lends a disciplined designer’s approach to her work, but she combines that with a freedom of creative expression in her mark making, which results in sculptural
vessels that have an energy a vibrancy to them, reminiscent of the Brazilian spirit.
For this exhibition, she has translated Oscar Niemeyer’s curvaceous manipulation of line into her series of flat vessels which resemble swaying bodies responding to the seductive rhythm
and beats of salsa music.
http://www.catherinetate.com.au/

Samba queen, step 1, step 2, step 3, step 4
BRT clay, glaze, stoneware firing
Various sizes: 16 x 20cm - 20 x17cm
$190 Each

Catherine Tate

Left to Right:
The Dance , male & The Dance, Female
Clay Raku T fired to stoneware + Glaze, Clay Raku T1280
stoneware
35 x30 cm, 17 x 28 cm
$385, $230

Catherine Tate

White Water
Clay BRT fired to stoneware+ Glaze
and slip
30cm x 20 cm
$385

Torso Braśilia
30x24 special K fired to stoneware, glaze and
copper oxide
$230

Blue Water
Clay BRT fired to stoneware+ Glaze
and slip
30cm x 20 cm
$385

Osculating Curve
Stoneware and glaze
21x17cm
$220

Embedded Curve
Stoneware and glaze
27x17cm
$230

Curvature Vector
Stoneware and glaze
18x15m
$220

Ocean Waves
Clay BRT, glaze, slip and oxide
35x25cm
$440

Ryan Hancock
Ryan Hancock is an artist from Sydney, he is currently studying a Masters of Fine Arts
majoring in Ceramics at the National Art School.
His work engages with humour, the inter-webs and the wobbly world of ceramics.
Hancock makes terracotta pots, imbued with humour driven narratives. In his practice he
has been working with maiolica painting techniques. Maiolica is a European tin-glazed
pottery technique dating from the Renaissance period. Pots were decorated in ceramic
stains on a white tin glazed background, depicting political, historical and mythical scenes.
In his contemporary practice, Ryan juxtaposes this historical art form with the freeflowing, illustrative nature of the urban scrawl that defines street art.

Instagram: @hancockinger

Toucan Boot
Glazed Earthenware
47x25x16cm
$650

Ryan Hancock

View 1

View 2

Untitled (boot)
Glazed Earthenware
28x12x12cm
$350

Ryan Hancock

View 1

View 2

Untitled (tripod)
Glazed Earthenware
25x16x16cm
$350

Untitled (jet)
Glazed Earthenware
24x13x14cm
$350

Double Chamber
Glazed Earthenware
33x25x15cm
$500

Never Forget
Glazed Earthenware
28x30x10cm
$400

Caiman
Glazed Earthenware
10x23x24
$300

